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INAUGURAL ADDRESS OF WARREN G. HARDING 
 

4 MARCH 1921 
 
 

FRIDAY, MARCH 4, 1921 
 

My Countrymen:  
 

When one surveys the world about him after the great storm, noting the marks of 
destruction and yet rejoicing in the ruggedness of the things which withstood it, if he is an 
American he breathes the clarified atmosphere with a strange mingling of regret and new 

hope. We have seen a world passion spend its fury, but we contemplate our Republic 
unshaken, and hold our civilization secure. Liberty – liberty within the law – and civilization 

are inseparable, and though both were threatened we find them now secure; and there 
comes to Americans the profound assurance that our representative government is the 

highest expression and surest guaranty of both.  
 

Standing in this presence, mindful of the solemnity of this occasion, feeling the emotions 
which no one may know until he senses the great weight of responsibility for himself, I 
must utter my belief in the divine inspiration of the founding fathers. Surely there must 

have been God’s intent in the making of this new-world Republic. Ours is an organic law 
which had but one ambiguity, and we saw that effaced in a baptism of sacrifice and blood, 
with union maintained, the Nation supreme, and its concord inspiring. We have seen the 
world rivet its hopeful gaze on the great truths on which the founders wrought. We have 
seen civil, human, and religious liberty verified and glorified. In the beginning the Old 

World scoffed at our experiment; today our foundations of political and social belief stand 
unshaken, a precious inheritance to ourselves, an inspiring example of freedom and 

civilization to all mankind. Let us express renewed and strengthened devotion, in grateful 
reverence for the immortal beginning, and utter our confidence in the supreme fulfillment.  

 
The recorded progress of our Republic, materially and spiritually, in itself proves the 

wisdom of the inherited policy of noninvolvement in Old World affairs. Confident of our 
ability to work out our own destiny, and jealously guarding our right to do so, we seek no 

part in directing the destinies of the Old World. We do not mean to be entangled. We will 
accept no responsibility except as our own conscience and judgment, in each instance, may 

determine.  
 

Our eyes never will be blind to a developing menace, our ears never deaf to the call of 
civilization. We recognize the new order in the world, with the closer contacts which 

progress has wrought. We sense the call of the human heart for fellowship, fraternity, and 
cooperation. We crave friendship and harbor no hate. But America, our America, the 
America builded on the foundation laid by the inspired fathers, can be a party to no 

permanent military alliance. It can enter into no political commitments, nor assume any 
economic obligations which will subject our decisions to any other than our own authority.  

 



I am sure our own people will not misunderstand, nor will the world misconstrue. We have 
no thought to impede the paths to closer relationship. We wish to promote understanding. 

We want to do our part in making offensive warfare so hateful that Governments and 
peoples who resort to it must prove the righteousness of their cause or stand as outlaws 

before the bar of civilization.  
We are ready to associate ourselves with the nations of the world, great and small, for 

conference, for counsel; to seek the expressed views of world opinion; to recommend a 
way to approximate disarmament and relieve the crushing burdens of military and naval 

establishments. We elect to participate in suggesting plans for mediation, conciliation, and 
arbitration, and would gladly join in that expressed conscience of progress, which seeks to 
clarify and write the laws of international relationship, and establish a world court for the 

disposition of such justiciable questions as nations are agreed to submit thereto. In 
expressing aspirations, in seeking practical plans, in translating humanity’s new concept of 

righteousness and justice and its hatred of war into recommended action we are ready most 
heartily to unite, but every commitment must be made in the exercise of our national 

sovereignty. Since freedom impelled, and independence inspired, and nationality exalted, a 
world supergovernment is contrary to everything we cherish and can have no sanction by 
our Republic. This is not selfishness, it is sanctity. It is not aloofness, it is security. It is not 

suspicion of others, it is patriotic adherence to the things which made us what we are.  
 

Today, better than ever before, we know the aspirations of humankind, and share them. 
We have come to a new realization of our place in the world and a new appraisal of our 

Nation by the world. The unselfishness of these United States is a thing proven; our 
devotion to peace for ourselves and for the world is well established; our concern for 
preserved civilization has had its impassioned and heroic expression. There was no 

American failure to resist the attempted reversion of civilization; there will be no failure 
today or tomorrow.  

 
 

  
 

 
 

INAUGURAL ADDRESS OF CALVIN COOLIDGE 
4 MARCH 1925 

 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4, 1925 

 
My Countrymen:  

 
No one can contemplate current conditions without finding much that is satisfying and still 
more that is encouraging. Our own country is leading the world in the general readjustment 
to the results of the great conflict. Many of its burdens will bear heavily upon us for years, 

and the secondary and indirect effects we must expect to experience for some time. But we 
are beginning to comprehend more definitely what course should be pursued, what 

remedies ought to be applied, what actions should be taken for our deliverance, and are 
clearly manifesting a determined will faithfully and conscientiously to adopt these methods 

of relief. Already we have sufficiently rearranged our domestic affairs so that confidence 
has returned, business has revived, and we appear to be entering an era of prosperity which 

is gradually reaching into every part of the Nation. Realizing that we can not live unto 
ourselves alone, we have contributed of our resources and our counsel to the relief of the 



suffering and the settlement of the disputes among the European nations. Because of what 
America is and what America has done, a firmer courage, a higher hope, inspires the heart 
of all humanity. These results have not occurred by mere chance. They have been secured 
by a constant and enlightened effort marked by many sacrifices and extending over many 

generations. We can not continue these brilliant successes in the future, unless we continue 
to learn from the past. It is necessary to keep the former experiences of our country both at 
home and abroad continually before us, if we are to have any science of government. If we 
wish to erect new structures, we must have a definite knowledge of the old foundations. We 
must realize that human nature is about the most constant thing in the universe and that the 

essentials of human relationship do not change. We must frequently take our bearings 
from these fixed stars of our political firmament if we expect to hold a true course. If we 

examine carefully what we have done, we can determine the more accurately what we can 
do. We stand at the opening of the one hundred and fiftieth year since our national 

consciousness first asserted itself by unmistakable action with an array of force. The old 
sentiment of detached and dependent colonies disappeared in the new sentiment of a 
united and independent Nation. Men began to discard the narrow confines of a local 

charter for the broader opportunities of a national constitution. Under the eternal urge of 
freedom we became an independent Nation. A little less than 50 years later that freedom 
and independence were reasserted in the face of all the world, and guarded, supported, 

and secured by the Monroe doctrine. The narrow fringe of States along the Atlantic 
seaboard advanced its frontiers across the hills and plains of an intervening continent until 

it passed down the golden slope to the Pacific. We made freedom a birthright. We 
extended our domain over distant islands in order to safeguard our own interests and 

accepted the consequent obligation to bestow justice and liberty upon less favored peoples. 
In the defense of our own ideals and in the general cause of liberty we entered the Great 

War. When victory had been fully secured, we withdrew to our own shores 
unrecompensed save in the consciousness of duty done. Throughout all these experiences 
we have enlarged our freedom, we have strengthened our independence. We have been, 
and propose to be, more and more American. We believe that we can best serve our own 
country and most successfully discharge our obligations to humanity by continuing to be 

openly and candidly, in tensely and scrupulously, American. If we have any heritage, it has 
been that. If we have any destiny, we have found it in that direction.  

 
But if we wish to continue to be distinctively American, we must continue to make that 

term comprehensive enough to embrace the legitimate desires of a civilized and 
enlightened people determined in all their relations to pursue a conscientious and religious 
life. We can not permit ourselves to be narrowed and dwarfed by slogans and phrases. It is 
not the adjective, but the substantive, which is of real importance. It is not the name of the 
action, but the result of the action, which is the chief concern. It will be well not to be too 

much disturbed by the thought of either isolation or entanglement of pacifists and 
militarists. The physical configuration of the earth has separated us from all of the Old 

World, but the common brotherhood of man, the highest law of all our being, has united 
us by inseparable bonds with all humanity. Our country represents nothing but peaceful 
intentions toward all the earth, but it ought not to fail to maintain such a military force as 
comports with the dignity and security of a great people. It ought to be a balanced force, 
intensely modem, capable of defense by sea and land, beneath the surface and in the air. 

But it should be so conducted that all the world may see in it, not a menace, but an 
instrument of security and peace. This Nation believes thoroughly in an honorable peace 

under which the rights of its citizens are to be everywhere protected. It has never found that 
the necessary enjoyment of such a peace could be maintained only by a great and 

threatening array of arms. In common with other nations, it is now more determined than 



ever to promote peace through friendliness and good will, through mutual understandings 
and mutual forbearance. We have never practiced the policy of competitive armaments. 

We have recently committed ourselves by covenants with the other great nations to a 
limitation of our sea power. As one result of this, our Navy ranks larger, in comparison, 

than it ever did before. Removing the burden of expense and jealousy, which must always 
accrue from a keen rivalry, is one of the most effective methods of diminishing that 
unreasonable hysteria and misunderstanding which are the most potent means of 

fomenting war. This policy represents a new departure in the world. It is a thought, an 
ideal, which has led to an entirely new line of action. It will not be easy to maintain. Some 
never moved from their old positions, some are constantly slipping back to the old ways of 
thought and the old action of seizing a musket and relying on force. America has taken the 
lead in this new direction, and that lead America must continue to hold. If we expect others 
to rely on our fairness and justice we must show that we rely on their fairness and justice. If 
we are to judge by past experience, there is much to be hoped for in international relations 
from frequent conferences and consultations. We have before us the beneficial results of 
the Washington conference and the various consultations recently held upon European 
affairs, some of which were in response to our suggestions and in some of which we were 

active participants. Even the failures can not but be accounted useful and an immeasurable 
advance over threatened or actual warfare. I am strongly in favor of continuation of this 

policy, whenever conditions are such that there is even a promise that practical and 
favorable results might be secured.  

 
In conformity with the principle that a display of reason rather than a threat of force should 

be the determining factor in the intercourse among nations, we have long advocated the 
peaceful settlement of disputes by methods of arbitration and have negotiated many treaties 

to secure that result. The same considerations should lead to our adherence to the 
Permanent Court of International Justice. Where great principles are involved, where great 
movements are under way which promise much for the welfare of humanity by reason of 
the very fact that many other nations have given such movements their actual support, we 

ought not to withhold our own sanction because of any small and inessential difference, but 
only upon the ground of the most important and compelling fundamental reasons. We can 

not barter away our independence or our sovereignty, but we ought to engage in no 
refinements of logic, no sophistries, and no subterfuges, to argue away the undoubted duty 

of this country by reason of the might of its numbers, the power of its resources, and its 
position of leadership in the world, actively and comprehensively to signify its approval and 

to bear its full share of the responsibility of a candid and disinterested attempt at the 
establishment of a tribunal for the administration of even-handed justice between nation 
and nation. The weight of our enormous influence must be cast upon the side of a reign 

not of force but of law and trial, not by battle but by reason.  
 

We have never any wish to interfere in the political conditions of any other countries. 
Especially are we determined not to become implicated in the political controversies of the 

Old World. With a great deal of hesitation, we have responded to appeals for help to 
maintain order, protect life and property, and establish responsible government in some of 
the small countries of the Western Hemisphere. Our private citizens have advanced large 
sums of money to assist in the necessary financing and relief of the Old World. We have 

not failed, nor shall we fail to respond, whenever necessary to mitigate human suffering and 
assist in the rehabilitation of distressed nations. These, too, are requirements which must 

be met by reason of our vast powers and the place we hold in the world.  
 



Some of the best thought of mankind has long been seeking for a formula for permanent 
peace. Undoubtedly the clarification of the principles of international law would be helpful, 

and the efforts of scholars to prepare such a work for adoption by the various nations 
should have our sympathy and support. Much may be hoped for from the earnest studies 

of those who advocate the outlawing of aggressive war. But all these plans and preparations, 
these treaties and covenants, will not of themselves be adequate. One of the greatest 

dangers to peace lies in the economic pressure to which people find themselves subjected. 
One of the most practical things to be done in the world is to seek arrangements under 

which such pressure may be removed, so that opportunity may be renewed and hope may 
be revived. There must be some assurance that effort and endeavor will be followed by 

success and prosperity. In the making and financing of such adjustments there is not only 
an opportunity, but a real duty, for America to respond with her counsel and her 

resources. Conditions must be provided under which people can make a living and work 
out of their difficulties. But there is another element, more important than all, without 

which there can not be the slightest hope of a permanent peace. That element lies in the 
heart of humanity. Unless the desire for peace be cherished there, unless this fundamental 

and only natural source of brotherly love be cultivated to its highest degree, all artificial 
efforts will be in vain. Peace will come when there is realization that only under a reign of 
law, based on righteousness and supported by the religious conviction of the brotherhood 

of man, can there be any hope of a complete and satisfying life. Parchment will fail, the 
sword will fail, it is only the spiritual nature of man that can be triumphant.  

It seems altogether probable that we can contribute most to these important objects by 
maintaining our position of political detachment and independence. We are not identified 
with any Old World interests. This position should be made more and more clear in our 

relations with all foreign countries. We are at peace with all of them. Our program is never 
to oppress, but always to assist. But while we do justice to others, we must require that 

justice be done to us. With us a treaty of peace means peace, and a treaty of amity means 
amity. We have made great contributions to the settlement of contentious differences in 

both Europe and Asia. But there is a very definite point beyond which we can not go. We 
can only help those who help themselves. Mindful of these limitations, the one great duty 
that stands out requires us to use our enormous powers to trim the balance of the world. 

While we can look with a great deal of pleasure upon what we have done abroad, we must 
remember that our continued success in that direction depends upon what we do at home.  

(...) 
 

The mind of America must be forever free. It is in such contemplations, my fellow 
countrymen, which are not exhaustive but only representative, that I find ample warrant for 

satisfaction and encouragement. We should not let the much that is to do obscure the 
much which has been done. The past and present show faith and hope and courage fully 

justified. Here stands our country, an example of tranquillity at home, a patron of 
tranquillity abroad. Here stands its Government, aware of its might but obedient to its 

conscience. Here it will continue to stand, seeking peace and prosperity, solicitous for the 
welfare of the wage earner, promoting enterprise, developing waterways and natural 

resources, attentive to the intuitive counsel of womanhood, encouraging education, desiring 
the advancement of religion, supporting the cause of justice and honor among the nations. 
America seeks no earthly empire built on blood and force. No ambition, no temptation, 
lures her to thought of foreign dominions. The legions which she sends forth are armed, 

not with the sword, but with the cross. The higher state to which she seeks the allegiance of 
all mankind is not of human, but of divine origin. She cherishes no purpose save to merit 

the favor of Almighty God.  
 



 
INAUGURAL ADDRESS OF HERBERT HOOVER 

 
4 MARCH 1929 

 
 

MONDAY, MARCH 4, 1929 
 
 

My Countrymen:  
 

This occasion is not alone the administration of the most sacred oath which can be 
assumed by an American citizen. It is a dedication and consecration under God to the 

highest office in service of our people. I assume this trust in the humility of knowledge that 
only through the guidance of Almighty Providence can I hope to discharge its ever-

increasing burdens. It is in keeping with tradition throughout our history that I should 
express simply and directly the opinions which I hold concerning some of the matters of 

present importance.  
 

(...) 
 
 

WORLD PEACE  
 
The United States fully accepts the profound truth that our own progress, prosperity, and 
peace are interlocked with the progress, prosperity, and peace of all humanity. The whole 
world is at peace. The dangers to a continuation of this peace to-day are largely the fear and 
suspicion which still haunt the world. No suspicion or fear can be rightly directed toward 
our country.  
 
Those who have a true understanding of America know that we have no desire for 
territorial expansion, for economic or other domination of other peoples. Such purposes 
are repugnant to our ideals of human freedom. Our form of government is ill adapted to 
the responsibilities which inevitably follow permanent limitation of the independence of 
other peoples. Superficial observers seem to find no destiny for our abounding increase in 
population, in wealth and power except that of imperialism. They fail to see that the 
American people are engrossed in the building for themselves of a new economic system, a 
new social system, a new political system all of which are characterized by aspirations of 
freedom of opportunity and thereby are the negation of imperialism. They fail to realize 
that because of our abounding prosperity our youth are pressing more and more into our 
institutions of learning; that our people are seeking a larger vision through art, literature, 
science, and travel; that they are moving toward stronger moral and spiritual life – that from 
these things our sympathies are broadening beyond the bounds of our Nation and race 
toward their true expression in a real brotherhood of man. They fail to see that the 
idealism of America will lead it to no narrow or selfish channel, but inspire it to do its full 
share as a nation toward the advancement of civilization. It will do that not by mere 
declaration but by taking a practical part in supporting all useful international undertakings. 
We not only desire peace with the world, but to see peace maintained throughout the 
world. We wish to advance the reign of justice and reason toward the extinction of force.  
 



The recent treaty for the renunciation of war as an instrument of national policy sets an 
advanced standard in our conception of the relations of nations. Its acceptance should pave 
the way to greater limitation of armament, the offer of which we sincerely extend to the 
world. But its full realization also implies a greater and greater perfection in the 
instrumentalities for pacific settlement of controversies between nations. In the creation 
and use of these instrumentalities we should support every sound method of conciliation, 
arbitration, and judicial settlement. American statesmen were among the first to propose 
and they have constantly urged upon the world, the establishment of a tribunal for the 
settlement of controversies of a justiciable character. The Permanent Court of International 
Justice in its major purpose is thus peculiarly identified with American ideals and with 
American statesmanship. No more potent instrumentality for this purpose has ever been 
conceived and no other is practicable of establishment. The reservations placed upon our 
adherence should not be misinterpreted. The United States seeks by these reservations no 
special privilege or advantage but only to clarify our relation to advisory opinions and other 
matters which are subsidiary to the major purpose of the court. The way should, and I 
believe will, be found by which we may take our proper place in a movement so 
fundamental to the progress of peace. Our people have determined that we should make 
no political engagements such as membership in the League of Nations, which may 
commit us in advance as a nation to become involved in the settlements of controversies 
between other countries. They adhere to the belief that the independence of America from 
such obligations increases its ability and availability for service in all fields of human 
progress. I have lately returned from a journey among our sister Republics of the Western 
Hemisphere. I have received unbounded hospitality and courtesy as their expression of 
friendliness to our country. We are held by particular bonds of sympathy and common 
interest with them. They are each of them building a racial character and a culture which is 
an impressive contribution to human progress. We wish only for the maintenance of their 
independence, the growth of their stability, and their prosperity. While we have had wars in 
the Western Hemisphere, yet on the whole the record is in encouraging contrast with that 
of other parts of the world. Fortunately the New World is largely free from the inheritances 
of fear and distrust which have so troubled the Old World. We should keep it so.  
It is impossible, my countrymen, to speak of peace without profound emotion. In 
thousands of homes in America, in millions of homes around the world, there are vacant 
chairs. It would be a shameful confession of our unworthiness if it should develop that we 
have abandoned the hope for which all these men died. Surely civilization is old enough, 
surely mankind is mature enough so that we ought in our own lifetime to find a way to 
permanent peace. Abroad, to west and east, are nations whose sons mingled their blood 
with the blood of our sons on the battlefields. Most of these nations have contributed to 
our race, to our culture, our knowledge, and our progress. From one of them we derive 
our very language and from many of them much of the genius of our institutions. Their 
desire for peace is as deep and sincere as our own.  
(...) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


